Sewing Machine Policy and Info Doc

Sewing Machines are BLUE ACCESS

Yes, sewing machines are blue access which means that we do require you to be trained on them. Don’t worry, this is not as extensive as some trainings we offer, we just want to ensure you know your way around the sewing machine before you use one. For some of you this will be a total review while others this will be new. Ether way we (student workers or tech) just want to help. Let us know if it is your first time using our sewing machines.

Sewing Machine Tutorials

When I started using these machines I found tutorials really helpful. It makes it easy to watch and rewatch something that might be tricky. This person uses the same sewing machines we have in the Maker Space.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLri6UA9U9QAI06dfeBD_GOrieYnBGg_cH

The Maker Space Sewing Machines

The Maker Space offers Singer Heavy Duty 4423 sewing machines. They all can be found diagonal of the entrance to the Maker Space (from inside building). They are partially behind the computers on the windowsill. Near the machines are several drawers dedicated to fabrics and sewing. Feel free to use these materials when working on a sewing project. Also let me know if we are missing anything crucial. We provide a lot of materials and some fabrics but I would recommend bringing in your own if you want to work on something specific.

Sewing Machine Check Out?

We do not check out our sewing machines. You are able to work with the sewing machines in the Maker Arts Space or somewhere inside the vcam building. You can access the sewing machines during open studio hours. If those hours don't work with your schedule, contact dwatson1@haverford.edu about gaining additional access for sewing machine use. We will work with your schedule (as long as there isn't a class in the space!).